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Law, architecture, economics, journalism or any other professional degree course, the range of
university degrees that can choose the colleges around the globe extends to more than thousands
of choices, as stated in the Universities Consumer Guide. How can you be sure to choose the most
appropriate? Vocational tests the best alternative of entrance exams, are a useful tool for helping
students to reflect on trends, tastes and preferences to the different areas of knowledge and value
their skills and abilities to satisfactorily develop a particular profession.

Choose college is a mandatory process by which students must pass all who wish to continue their
education at an institution of higher education. This choice is influenced by different aspects
including the competitive strength of entrance exams, the possibilities for admission under previous
school performance, the length of study or future job opportunities that each degree holds.

However, one of the main variables that every student must take into account while making a
decision of this caliber is your calling, that is, the professional or business that is closest to their
preferences and tastes, but also more suited to their skills and abilities.

What are the aspirations? Where do you want to work in the future? Find the answers to these
questions are not easy. It is necessary to discover and reflect on their own interests, innate
tendencies and possibilities to adapt to a particular professional or occupational competencies and
skills as individuals of each.

To help students reflect on these ranges of questions about entrance exams and other issues, many
educational institutions among its services with the school counselor's figure that among other
functions provide the advice to students to help them choose the right academic path that leads
them to greater assurance of success in university. One of the tools that they use the counselors to
help find the right way students is vocational tests. This tool allows you to collect a large variety of
information about the interests, tastes, abilities and skills of the student and inquire into the
determinants that make a good choice.

Most of the entrance exams are based on the inventories recognized internationally, such as
registration which assesses the student's interest in ten fields of preference: outdoors, mechanical,
arithmetic, scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary musical and administrative assistance which helps
to define the interests most closely related to the characteristics of who responds.

Vocational tests, as the name implies, are counselors, not determinants. Provide valuable
information to evaluate the academic alternatives, but need not be considered as categorical
training to make a choice over another, but their results should be understood as a valuation in the
process of choosing a career. Not forgetting this nuance, students can perform some of the career
guidance test currently available on the Web, to guide the way towards a successful future decision.

Here are some of the proposed entrance exams online:

1) Hereford Inventory of interest: This test bases its results on the level of interest that reflect the
student's responses for the 220 activities that are done.

2) Orientation test: The questionnaire contains a list of attitudes that are performed in different
professions and results details the three alternatives that most fit the profile of students and their
affinity with the other professional areas. Guides the student on the course or qualification that best
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suits their interests.

3) Test of Holland: This test consists of a series of questions intended to clarify the tastes and skills
and work environments and occupations that match their interests. On completion, detailing the
code obtained which corresponds to the personality and the type of environment that best matches
your way of being.

4) Questionnaire interests and abilities: this test is to assess the areas for which the student shows
interest, as well as others for which you are more skilled or more skilled.

5) Vocational guidance: an extensive test contains a list of activities in which the student must check
their level of like or dislike to do them, from their experience and preferences. The result shows the
score obtained in the different areas of academic interest and career most strongly associated with
the profile obtained.

6) Test academic interests: a test designed to identify student interests by different university. At the
end, one obtains the points scored in each of the groups of interest and the races associated
therewith.

7) Choose profession: an aptitude test that guides professionals on the adaptability of the interests
and personal qualities of students to different fields of work.
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